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A single ocean station was occupied for 27 hours during the
Upwelling Period in Monterey Bay, California, to study light attenua-
tion and its relation to other standard oceanographic parameters.
Comparisons were made with earlier local studies.
It was found that the vertical distributions of the oceanographic
parameters studied are dependent on both the seasonal conditions and
geographical location.
The largest concentration of suspended particles was found in the
upper 10-15 m of the water column where most of the light attenuation
occurred. The largest attenuation gradient was found in the pycnocline.
A linear relation was suggested between Uic attcr.iiGt":3r. coefficient =P n
the cumulative projected cross-sectional area of the particles.
Apparent relations were found between light attenuation and
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1 . Optical Properties of Sea Water
Current interest in underwater laser systems, undersea habita-
tion, and the use of deep submergence vehicles and underwater television
and photographic camera systems requires detailed knowledge of the pro-
pagation of visible light in the ocean at various wavelengths, in a
variety of locations, and at great depths, as well as information on
how this propagation varies with time [15].
There are two types of optical properties of sea water, the
apparent and the inherent. The apparent properties depend on the light
tie id as well db un the physical compcsitic;: of the water Inherent
optical properties are the result of the physical action of the medium
on a given beam of light, independent of beam orientation and existing
light conditions [25]. Inherent optical properties include transmissivity,
volume attenuation, volume scattering, and absorption functions, while
the apparent properties include radiance and irradiance. It is with an
inherent property that this study concerns itself.
Beam transmissivity per meter is the ratio of light energy
received over a one meter path, I , to that entering the beam, I :
T V:o •
The volume attenuation coefficient is the negative natural
logarithm of the transmissivity, and can be represented as follows:





a(x) = attenuation coefficient
d = distance between source and receiver.
The attenuation coefficient a(x), which is a function of wavelength A,
may be considered to be the sum of a volume absorption coefficient a(x)
and a volume scattering function s(a) , such that
a(x) = a(A) + s(a).
Absorption includes all of the many thermodynamically irreversible
processes by which photons are changed in their nature. Transformation
of photon energy into thermal kinetic energy or chemical potential
energy is the major absorption mechanism in the ocean [7].
Scattering, on the other hand, refers to any random process by
which the direction of individual photons is changed without any other
altcrnaticr. . Scattering ef light in the sea is prerinrrrrnatly ujc to
transparent biological organisms and particles that are large when
compared with the wavelength of light [7].
2. Factors Affecting Light Attenuation
The attenuation coefficient cx(a) is a function of the wavelength
of light. This variation with wavelength is due almost wholly to selec-
tive absorption. Sea water possesses only a single important transmiss-
ion "window", the peak of which lies near 480 my. This peak is shifted
progressively toward the green as the quantity of dissolved organic matter
increases [7]. The term Gelbstoff or "yellow substance" has been used
to describe such dissolved organic compounds which tend to-be yellow
colored. In the open ocean Gelbstoff results in part from the chemical
degradation products of plankton. It is not an exactly defined chemical
compound, but rather is a complex mixture of compounds. In river waters
it comes mainly from humus [13],
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In pure water containing no suspended particles or in which the
scattering centers have dimensions very small with respect to the wave-
length of light the scattering coefficient varies inversely with the
fourth power of the wavelengh (Rayleigh scattering). In most ocean
water, on the other hand, where particles occur that are large compared
to the wavelength, the scattering coefficient is almost independent of
wavelength [7].
While the distribution of particles suspended in the ocean is
intimately related to the production of living matter, these particles
can be divided into organic and inorganic suspensions. Application of
theory to observed data indicates that a large share of the particles
that cause light attenuation are less than two microns in diameter, and
that these particles occur in concentrations from less than one to
approximately 50 ppm by .ulun- [>] Orhakovsky [16] ima observed Uiui Ll«
maximum percentage of organic suspensions have diameters from 10 to 25 y,
and inorganic suspensions have diameters from 1 to 2.5 y. The value of
the attenuation factor depends upon the concentration of the smaller
particles much more so than it does on the larger ones. Scattering
produced by suspended particles is dependent on their concentration and
index of refraction as well as on their size. The characteristic curve
of extinction against wavelength of light for the visible part of the
spectrum may be interpreted in terms of the Mie theory [5]. While it can
be concluded that suspended particles do indeed play an important part
in the scattering of light in sea water, Burt [4] found that matter which
could be filtered out of Chesapeake Bay waters, was at least four times
as effective in scattering at all wavelengths as the matter that could
not be filtered out. The filter-passing material consisted of fine
suspensions and whatever dissolved matter that was present.
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Seasonal conditions also have a decided affect on light attenua-
tion in the ocean. There are three principal seasons that occur along
the Central California Coast. The Upwelling Period, from January to
September, is characterized by lower than normal surface temperatures
(10-11 °C) with no clearly developed isotherms present. This is the most
pronounced season, and upwelling is most intense in June and July. The
Oceanic Period, from September to November, is characterized by surface
temperatures averaging more than 13 °C. This is the warmest time of the
year, and there is a sharp thermocline at a depth of only a few meters.
The Davidson Current Period, from November to January, is characterized
by surface waters that are only slightly cooler than during the Oceanic
Period. The thermocline weakens markedly as it is depressed to depths
of between 50 and 100 m [3].
Upwell ing is ar; ascending motion of some minimum extent by rfiucii
water from sub-surface layers is brought into the surface layer and is
removed from the area by horizontal flow. Upwelling off the west coast
of the United States is a direct effect of the coastal winds. The
North Pacific High dominates the atmospheric circulation during the
spring and summer months. The predominating winds are northerly or
northwesterly, blowing equatorward parallel to the coast. The surface
waters are driven offshore by Ekman transport, resulting in upwelling
as the water is replaced from deeper layers. Upwelling causes shallow
isotherms to ascend steeply, sometimes intersecting the surface. The
vertical temperature gradient may decrease inshore, while- there is a
relatively large horizontal temperature gradient in the surface waters.
The usual affect of upwelling is to decrease surface salinity, but along
the California coast the surface salinity is increased. While density




combined effect of the thermocline and halocline gives a very strong
pycnocline which may intersect the surface as a front during intense
upwelling. Surface waters become markedly undersaturated in oxygen,
while high values of phosphate occur in upwelling regions where
subsurface waters come to the surface [22].
3. Uses of Beam Transmittance Data
The spectral dependence of the beam attenuation coefficient
(alpha) on the nature of scattering and absorpting constituents of the
water makes it a useful means of characterizing and identifying water
masses [7]. In addition to being a sensitive measure of the location
and movement of water in the study of ocean and tidal currents, alpha
provides important information for the study of ocean ecology [18].
Studies of light attenuation have resulted in some interesting
findings (see oerluv ['£])• It V.zz been found th^ the increase <• *-•.-..-
centration of particulate matter as the bottom is approached is affected
by horizontal flow. Such flow, caused chiefly by tides, results in the
rising and sinking of sediment in accord with the tidal rhythm. The
horizontal distribution of the attenuation coefficient has to some extent
provided a basis for a new approach to study of horizontal diffusion in
the sea. Success has accompanied efforts to use beam transmittance as a
property for identifying water masses, areas of upwelling, and current
structure. In addition, movements of a discontinuity layer that is
indicated by the collecting of particles, can be followed. Jerlov [9]
has also found that the abundance of "yellow substance" found in some
rivers makes it possible to localize from its distribution the fresh-
water tongues near such river mouths.
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B. PREVIOUS LOCAL STUDIES
A continuing series of oceanographic surveys has been conducted by
the Naval Postgraduate School off the Central California Coast. The
following studies are reviewed with emphasis on their conclusions as
they pertain to the transmissivity of sea water. All of the studies
were concerned with only the upper 100 m of surface water.
1. Yeske and Waer [26]
L.A. Yeske and R.D. Waer conducted the first in a series of
investigations during the Upwelling Period. Two stations within Monterey
Bay, California, were occupied during July and August 1968. From their
study they found that isolated pockets of relatively high or low salinity
appeared to be associated with beam transmittance perturbations. In
spite of this, a salinity relation with beam transmittance was not
clearly defined. There was fair relation Detween beam trdns»»itlu.iC£
contours and temperature isolines and isopycnals. There was some rela-
tion with particulate matter. The regions of greatest particulate con-
centrations were in the pycnocline and thermocline, where the greatest
change in transmissivity was observed. There seemed to be roughly a
linear relationship between values of particle count and beam transmittance
2. Labyak [14]
P.S. Labyak also conducted his studies during the Upwelling Period
from 10-18 May 1969. He investigated 79 oceanographic stations along the
Pacific Coast between San Francisco Bay and Monterey Bay and found a
fairly good relation between beam transmittance and temperature except in
the near shore areas. As did Yeske and Waer, Labyak found that beam




A.B. Shepard also conducted a study during the Upwelling Period.
He investigated 85 stations between Monterey Bay and San Francisco Bay
during the period 29 April - 5 May 1970. A fair relationship was found
to exist between beam transmission and particle count. In addition, he
found that the surface layers containing high oxygen, high chlorophyll
a_, and low nutrients, all indicating high productivity, were associated
with high particle count and low transmissivity.
4. Baker [2]
The first of these studies during the Oceanic Period was by R.S.
Baker. He occupied 86 stations between Monterey Bay and San Francisco
Bay from 7-14 November 1969. Other than observing a layer of maximum
particle count within the thermocline, no relation between temperature
ana beam fcransuiittance '.vac observed. As with tr.e uthei '-.— .".tigatc:-:
,
Baker found good relation between particle count and beam transmittance.
No relation between beam transmittance and oxygen content was observed.
5. Soluri [23]
E.S. Soluri also investigated the area during the Oceanic Period
from 1-6 November 1970. This study included the investigation of 86
stations along the coast between San Francisco Bay and Monterey Bay. In
contrast to all previous studies, he found a poor over-all relation
between cummulative particle volume and beam attenuation coefficient.
C. OBJECTIVE
In the analysis of oceanographic data one must find qualitative




/The objective of the present study was to find the qualitative
relations between alpha and temperature, salinity, density, oxygen and
phosphate concentrations, and particulate matter at a single ocean
station occupied for an extended period of time, and to make comparisons





For a 27 hour period beginning at 0600 on 16 June 1971 a single
oceanographic station was occupied in Monterey Bay (36° 41.8' N, 122°
02.8' W) over the Monterey Submarine Canyon in approximately 900 fathoms
of water (Figure 1). This location approximates open-water conditions
and was occupied by Bolin at weekly intervals from 1951-55 [3]. The
USNS BARTLETT (T-AGOR-13) was the oceanographic vessel used. Prior to
each observation, the ship was repositioned using radar and visual
sightings. It is estimated that the positioning error was of the order
of ± 460 m.
B. INSTRUMENTATION
A Marine Advisors' Model C-2 Beam Transmissometer (alpha meter) was
used. This instrument is described in detail by Yeske and Waer [26].
Prior to this investigation, the alpha meter was over-hauled by Marine
Advisors, Inc., San Diego, California, to reduce the beam diameter to a
size somewhat smaller than the receiver entrance pupil, and the instrument
was pressure tested to 1000 feet. In addition, it was compared with a
Scripps folded path transmissometer [19] at the Visibility Laboratory,
Scripps Institute of Oceanography, San Diego, California. The two
instruments were found to agree favorably over a wide range of
transmissivity.
In order to allow its use below the previous 100 meter-limit, the
alpha meter was used with a 6-volt lead-acid battery pack and a winch










essentially constant voltage during each cast, thus eliminating the
problem of voltage regulation from the surface. The battery pack could
be used for three to four casts before it had to be recharged. At
present this instrument package is limited to a depth of approximately
300 m.
A Bissett-Berman Telemetering Salinity-Temperature-Depth-Sound
Velocity System Model 9040 was used. It can be set in various modes of
operation depending on the environmental conditions measured. Table III
(Appendix A) outlines the modes used. This instrument was operated and
maintained by the NAV0CEAN0 detachment aboard ship.
A Sippican Expendable Bathythermograph System was used. It is
described in detail by Labyak [14] and has an accuracy of ± 0.2 °C and
± 2 percent or 15 feet, whichever is greater.
A Model T I5-Channel Cuuitt. Counter described by Sfcepard TZC] was
used for particulate matter analysis. A 100-y diameter orifice was used
on each 2 ml sample.
Hydrographic casts were made using standard Teflon-lined Nansen
Bottles.
C. DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURE
A total of 48 casts were made during the 27 hour period that the
station was occupied. Table I (Appendix A) summarizes these casts.
Due to the proximity of the XBT launcher to both the hydrographic
and alpha meter winches, XBT drops could not be made while either of
these winches were in operation. The distance between these two winches
was such that they could be used simultaneously if instruments were
lowered to only 250 m.
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In order to facilitate the determination of relations between various
parameters, all measurements were taken at the same depths. The sample
depths in the upper layers were chosen closer together, since this is
where the greatest gradients in the parameters under study were to be
found.
Oxygen samples were drawn and fixed immediately after the completion
of each hydrographic cast. The dissolved oxygen concentration was
determined using a modified Winkler titration method [6].
Salinity was determined at sea using a Bissett-Berman Inductive
Salinometer Model 6220.
Reactive phosphorus was determined using a Beckman Model DU-2
Spectrophotometer according to the method described by Strickland and
Parsons [24].
Values or all data collected are listed in Appendix A Appendices






In choosing previous stations with which to compare the present study,
two general locations were picked. The stations in Monterey Bay were
chosen for their proximity to the present station in order to determine
seasonal dependence of the various parameters. In order to determine
location dependence, an area off Point Montara, approximately 50 n mi
southwest of San Francisco Bay, was picked. A summary of weather con-
ditions for all stations is givin in Table IX (Appendix B). Under
the present heading is presented a summary of water conditions at each
station. Figures 2 and 3 show the locations of these stations. The
relative "clearness" oT Llic u*zz\- i: defined sueh that *c!ear' wa->. his
an attenuation coefficient less than .357 m" , "relatively clear" water
has an attenuation coefficient between .357 m" and .693 m~ , and "rela-
tively turbid" water has an attenuation coefficient greater than .693 m .
The present station (36° 41.8 *N, 122° 02.8 'W) was occupied 16-17
June 1971. This station was in approximately 1700 m of water, 5.8 n mi
off Point Pinos in Monterey Bay. The average sea surface temperature
was 12.0 °C with a thermocline from 10 to 30 m. The surface layer was
"relatively turbid" to a depth of 12 m, with "relatively clear" water
below to a depth of 30 m, with "clear" water below this.
Yeske and Waer's station DELTA was at the same locati-on as the present
station. Two days were chosen for comparison: 23 August 1969 at 0945
and 30 August 1969 at 1730. The sea surface temperature was 13.7 °C with
a thermocline from 10 to 12 m. The surface layer was "relatively turbid"






























Labyak's Monterey Bay stations D7 (36° 48.0' N, 121° 59.0' W) and
D8 (36° 46.7' N, 121° 59.0' W) were occupied 12 May 1969. These stations
are in 342 and 714 m of water, respectively, 10 n mi from Point Pinos,
and 6 n mi shoreward from the present station. The sea surface tempera-
ture was 11.1 °C with a thermocline at approximately 25 m. The water
was "relatively clear" throughout the v/ater column. Stations N10 (37°
32.2' N, 122° 54.5' W) and Nil (37° 32.5' N, 122° 58.8' W) were occupied
16 May 1969. These stations are in 95 and 278 m of water respectively,
25 n mi west of Point Montara. The sea surface temperature was 10.7
and 11.4 °C, respectively, with a thermocline at approximately 15 m. The
surface layer was "relatively turbid" to a depth of 18 m with "clear"
water below [14].
Shepard's Monterey Bay stations B10 (36° 42.6' N, 121° 59.4' W) and
Bll (j6 = 41.2' N, 12; c 59.2* W) l - ;^e occuped 30 April 1970. These
stations are in 480 and 108 m of water, respectively, 4 n mi from Point
Pinos, and 2.5 n mi shorward from the present station. The sea surface
temperature was 10 °C with a thermocline at approximately 15 m. The
surface layer was "relatively turbid" to a depth of 20 m with "relatively
clear" water below this to a depth of 65 m, with "clear" water below.
Station K9 (37° 31.2' N, 121° 58.0' W) and K10 (37° 32.3' N, 122° 58.0' W)
were occupied 4 May 1970. These stations are in 167 and 755 m of water,
respectively, 24 n mi west of Point Montara. The sea surface temperature
was 11.9 and 12.3 C,respectively
5
with a thermocline at 20 and 14 m,
respectively. This area showed "clear" water to a depth of 100 m [20].
All of the above stations were taken during the Upwelling Period
and exhibit water conditions that one might expect to find. The following
stations were taken during the Oceanic Period.
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Baker's Monterey Bay stations BIO (36° 43.0' N, 121° 58.9' W) and
Bll (36° 41.4 ' N, 121° 59.2' W) were occupied 11 September 1969. These
stations are in 320 and 113 m of water, respectively, 4 n mi from Point
Pinos, and 2.5 n mi shoreward from the present station. The sea surface
temperature was 14.6 °C and the water column was isothermal to 100 m.
This area showed "clear" water at all depths. Stations K9 (37° 32.3' N,
121° 52.5' W) and K10 (37° 32.3' N, 121° 56.0' W) were occupied 12
November 1969. These stations are in 90 and 108 m of water, respectively,
25 n mi west of Point Montara. The sea surface temperature was 14.5 °C
with a thermocline at 20 m. This area showed "relatively clear" water
to 100 m with a tongue of "clear" water between 20 and 40 m [2].
Soluri's Monterey Bay stations B10 (36° 42.8' N, 122° 59.1 ' W) and
Bll (36° 42.1 ' N, 122° 59.1 ' W) were occupied 5 November 1970. These
stations are in 247 awl 109 m of water, respectively, 5 n mi from Point
Pinos, and 2 n mi shorward from the present station. The sea surface
temperature was 13.3 °C with a thermocline at approximately 65 m. This
area showed "clear" water to a depth of 100 m. Stations K9 (37° 32.0' N,
122° 58.1' W) and K10 (37° 32.0' N, 122° 03.6' W) were occupied 2
November 1970. These stations are in 210 and 600 m of water, respectively,
25 n mi west of Point Montara. The sea surface temperature was 12.9
and 13.5 °C, respectively, with a thermocline at approximately 40 m. The
upper 15 m at station K9 was "relatively clear" with "clear" water below,
while station K10 exhibited "clear" water to a depth of 100 m [23].
A summary of water characteristics for all stations can be found in




1 . Physical Parameters
a. Particulate Matter Analysis
For a given body of water one may assume that the primary
factor affecting light attenuation will the particulate matter present
causing scattering. Yeske and Waer [26], Labyak [14], Shepard [20], and
Baker [2] have related light attenuation and particle count with some
degree of success. Figure 4 shows plots of particle count against depth
for varying particle diameters (1.6 to 32 y). All of the profiles show
similar shapes, which relate well with the alpha profile for the same
water column. The larger particles are more sensitive indicators of
light attenuation than are the smaller ones.
Bader [1] observed that many natural collections of small
particles such ab mineral and organic psrt~: :;i = suspended ].r. i-a we-:.,.,
have hyperbolic distributions. He found that a log-log plot of equival-
ent spherical diameter versus cumulative particle count for sea water
samples from Abaco Bight, Little Bahama Bank, resulted in two lines,
one with a slope of -1.45 (particle diameters greater than 4.6 y) and
the other with a slope of -.88 (particle diameters less than 4.6 y).
These appear as dashed lines on Figures 5 through 8. The general slope
of these plots (log count against channel number) closely follows Bader's
line of slope -1 .45.
Variations from the "normal" hyperbolic distribution are
indications of the presence of particles in excess of what could be con-
sidered a "background" count of particles in sea water. Two areas of
interest are the 4.00-y size (channel 9) in Figures 5 and 6. This size










































NOTE: See Table VII (Appendix A)
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Figure 6. Cumulative Count versus Size, Time: 1725
29

/200 m, and was probably due to a bloom of plankton of this
characteristic size.
The larger particle distributions also vary from this
"normal" hyperbolic distribution. Although some of this variation is
the result of statistical uncertanity in the counts, it is also an
indication of the presence of many different particles that can be
found in an upwelling region.
It is of interest to note the plots for the upper 10 m of
the water column. For the larger particles (4 y and above), a distinc-
tive grouping of plots is evident. These large particles are most likely
phytoplankton that reside in the upper layer of the ocean. The positions
of the three sample depths, 0, 5, and 10 m, compared with the positions
of all the other sample depths throughout the day, reveal the vertical
variation of particulate matter over the uerlou uf the c=sls. In Liis
middle of the day (Figure 5) the distribution of particles throughout
the water column is seen to be rather mixed. As the day passes (Figures
6 and 7), the particle count in the upper layer increases while the count
in the lower layers decreases. Late at night (Figure 7) there is a large
concentration of particles in the upper 10 m, while the lower layers are
relatively void of particles. In Figure 8, the next morning, one can see
how the particles are beginning to migrate upward, approaching the
representation as in Figure 5.
A parameter more realistic than particle count is particle
size. Soluri [23] related alpha to cumulative particle volume. This
is valid since the cumulative volume of the particles can be translated
into a projected cross-sectional area, which is what determines how much
light will be attenuated. Soluri also compared alpha with cross-sectional
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be calculated for each particle size, then summed for the entire sample.
Figures 9 through 12 compare volume, area, and alpha against depth. The
shapes of these curves show a relation between these parameters. Figure
13 is a plot of alpha against area and suggests a linear relation
between these two parameters.
Figure 14 shows plots of alpha against area for Soluri's
data. Although no clear relation could be found for either the Monterey
Bay or Point Montara stations, the data points were grouped together.
At these stations, Soluri found the water to be either "relatively clear"
or "clear".
Figure 15 shows plots of alpha against area for Shepard's
data. Again for the Point Montara stations where the water was "clear",
all of the data was grouped together. For the Monterey Bay stations,
where the water varied from "relatively Lur^ld" to "clear", u Hvi"i
relation can be seen.
Figure 16 presents all of these various plots together.
Although the spread is large, a definite relation between alpha and area
can be seen. It is interesting to note that the data points for "clear"
water agree well with all the other data.
b. Density
While particulate matter in water determines the amount of
light attenuation, its distribution within the water column is greatly
dependent upon the density.
Figure 17 is a plot of log alpha against vertical density
gradient. As one would expect, alpha in general inreases with an
increase in density gradient. Yeske and Waer [26] and Baker [2] found
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a small density gradient many different particles can be spread out over
a water column, while in large gradients many particles tend to accumulate
within short vertical distances.
Figure 18 shows a relation between log alpha and density for
the present station data; Figure 19 shows similar relations for data
collected by Yeske and Waer. Figure 20 shows the relation for Shepard's
Monterey Bay station data, while Figure 21 reflects a grouping of such
data for the Point Montara stations, "clear" water stations. Figure 22
presents all of these plots together. The plots that show good
relations (Crews, Yeske and Waer, and Shepard) have similar slopes. The
plots for Crews and Yeske and Waer have similar bends. Shepard's Point
Montara data has too large a spread to enable us to reach any definite
conclusions.
r fsniper&ture
Temperature is one of the best parameters with which to relate
the attenuation coefficient. First, density is highly dependent on tem-
perature. Second, temperature is the easiest parameter to measure.
Plots of log alpha against temperature for the present
station data (Figure 23) as well as data from Shepard (Figure 24),
Labyak (Figure 25), Yeske and Waer (Figure 26), and Baker (Figure 27)
show apparent relations. As before, data obtained from "clear" water
(Figures 24, 25, 27, and 28) tend to group. The curve from Baker's data
(Figure 27) reflects the tongue of "clear" water found between 20 and
40 m at the Point Montara stations.
Figure 29 presents all of these plots together. If the
data which did not relate is disregarded, the positive slopes for the
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Figure 21. Attenuation Coefficient versus Density
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Figure 22. Attenuation Coefficient versus Density (Composite)
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Figure 24. Attenuation Coefficient versus Temperature.
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Pytkowicz [17] observed the relationship between phosphate and
oxygen concentrations off the Oregon Coast under varying seasonal condi-
tions. Figure 30 is a plot of P0, against Op for the present station
data. Pytkowicz' s line for June is presented for comparison. Although
there is a relation between these two parameters for the present data,
this relation is different from that of Pytkowicz. Soluri's data are
also presented for comparison.
Plots of log alpha against oxygen concentration (Figures 31 and
32) show relations for the present data and Shepard's data. On the other
hand, Soluri's data (Figure 33) shows no relation. Presenting all of
these plots together (Figure 34) shows that Shepard's and Crews' plots
have similar slopes. Soluri's data was in a "clear" water area.
m..tr r\-f Inn -Inha 3 n 7. -. n c "i" nhnenha^^ r."ir,t3.'.'L -Fru* f"hi r.;-occr,r rtarr.iv,.... vi
.
w
-j »>f>i« "8»i— - i- 1 "-! -• "- r - -
and Shepard's Monterey Bay station data (Figures 35 and 36) show a rela-
tion between these parameters. Shepard's Montara Point data as well as
Soluri's data (Figure 37) show little relation. As before, for "clear"
water little relation was found. Figure 38 presents the relationship
between data for the various stations.
Figure 39 is a plot of log alpha against salinity. There appears
to be a relation between these two parameters at the present station.
Figure 40 shows a relation between these parameters for Yeske and Waer's
data of 30 August 1969. The similarity between these curves and the curves
of Figures 18 and 19 reflect the effect that salinity has -on density.
Both Shepard's data (Figure 41) and Soluri's data (Figure 42) show a
relation between log alpha and salinity. As in previous comparisons, data
obtained from "clear" water (Figures 41 and 43) tend to group rather than
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Figure 44. Attenuation Coefficient versus Salinity. (Composite)
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As with density (Figure 22), the plots of log alpha against salinity
show good relation under certain conditions, however, these
relationships vary widely.
3. Time Dependence
Vertical profiles of oxygen and phosphate concentration, alpha,
salinity, temperature, and density are presented for the entire 28 hour
station in Figures 45 through 50.
Only gross approximations of temporal change can be obtained
from the oxygen (Figure 45) and the phosphate (Figure 46) concentration
profiles due to lack of data. While the phosphate isopleths remained
stable, the oxygen isopleths varied vertically.
Comparing the isopleths of alpha (Figure 47) with those for salinity
(Figure 48), temperature (Figure 49), and density (Figure 50) it is
evident that the highest gradients of alpha occur in the pycnocline.
The temporal changes in these isolines may be attributed to tidal fluctua-
tions as suggested by Yeske and Waer [26] as well as biological causes
and internal waves. Again, in order to get high resolutions of temporal
change, more frequent casts must be made.
C. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
While particulate matter suspended in a water column greatly affects
the amount of scattering of the light, the density structure of the water
column affects the particle distribution within the column. Since
density is highly dependent on temperature, the latter is a good
parameter with which to relate light attenuation in the sea.
During an upwelling period a majority of the particulate matter
suspended in the water is planktonic. Chemical parameters such as
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Figure 49. Temperature versus Time
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such particulate matter present, which will reflect the amount of pro-
ductivity. Salinity, as it relates to density, also determines the
distribution of suspended particulate matter. All of these oceano-
graphic parameters can be related to light attenuation, in particular
to the scattering coefficient.
One would like to be able to predict the inherent optical properties
of a given water mass. From the qualitative approach of this study, it
can be seen that prediction may be possible. In particular, the rela-
tive positions of the various plots of log alpha against temperature
(Figure 29) appear to be related to the surface temperature. As the
surface temperature increases, the plots move to the right (temperature
increases to the right in this figure).
In all cases when the water was either "relatively clear" or "clear",
il wets difficult to relate light attenuation with any of the other pai a-
meters. This is reasonable since "clear" water means less particulate
matter, thus lower scattering. It is encouraging that, although the
various data clustered together under these conditions, the groupings in




The vertical distributions of particulate matter, density, salinity,
temperature, oxygen and phosphate concentrations, and light attenuation
coefficient are dependent on both the seasonal conditions and
geographical location.
A good relation between the light attenuation coefficient and par-
ticulate matter concentrations was found. The largest concentrations
were found in the upper 10 - 15 m, where the largest light attenuation
also occurred. The largest attenuation gradient occurred in the pycno-
cline. An apparent linear relation was found between the attenuation
coefficient and the cumulative projected cross-sectional area of the
na v+- lrloc
A good relation was found between log attenuation coefficient and
temperature. Fair relation v/as found between log attenuation coeffici-
ent and salinity and density. Fair relation was found between log
attenuation coefficient and the oxygen and phosphate concentrations.
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V. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
More stations should be occupied for periods of at least 24 hours to
determine the inherent optical properties under differing seasonal
conditions and at various locations.
A computer analysis of the relatively large amount of data already
available should be conducted to determine numerically the correlations
between the various oceanographic parameters.
The beam transmissometer should be fitted with a variable inter-
ference filter to study the spectral dependence of the beam attenuation
coefficient.
Detailed studies should be conducted to identify the various suspended
particles to be found a. r "J their respective roles with regard to l',^
optical characteristics of the water column.
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APPENDIX A - DATA TABLES
Table I - Summary of Casts
TIME CAST























































Table Ila - HYDROGRAPHIC CAST DATA
Time:
Down 161215 June 1971
Up 161300 June 1971
Cast 161235 June 1971
Depth (meters) Salinity (°/ 00 ) 2 (ml /I) P04 (yga/1)
_ _ _ 5.22 1.63
5 - - - 5.65 1.61
10 - - - 5.98 1.47
15 33.891 5.76 1.55
33 874 o .68 "! TO
50 33.950 3.05 2.10
75 33.976 2.49 2.20
100 33.500 2.20 2.35
150 33.647 1.89 2.32
200 33.477 1.64 2.44
250 - - - - - - -
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Table lib - HYDROGRAPHIC CAST DATA
Time:
Down 161713 June 1971
Up 161732 June 1971
Cast 161725 June 1971






5 33.430 8.69 0.76
10 33.754 7.99 0.87
15 33.574 6.06 1.55
3U 33.S06
. ... 1 ft M
1 • J~t
50 33.397 2.65 2.30
75 33.581 2.01 2.33
100 33.437 1.78 2.36
150 33.808 1.88 2.36
200 34.038 1.54 2.56
250 - - - - - - -
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Table He - HYDROGRAPHIC CAST DATA
TIME:
Down 162200 June 1971
Up 162243 June 1971
Cast 162220 June 1971
Depth (meters) Salinity ( /oo) 2 (ml /I) P04 (yga/1)
33.996 6.95 0.94
5 33.999 7.44 0.94
10 33.997 7.53 0.96
15 33.990 6.78 1.18
.311 t . 1 -> t gg
50 34.000 2.90 2.17
75 34.035 2.27 2.28
100 34.082 1.82 2.35
150 34.098 1.75 2.39
200 34.172 1.40 2.50
250 34.132 1.32 2.61
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Table lid - HYDROGRAPHIC CAST DATA
Time:
Down 170830 June 1971
Up 170904 June 1971
Cast 170845 June 1971








5 33.985 8.19 0.70
10 33.995 7.41 0.94
15 33.996 6.12 1.40
JU 35. 963 n. i J "] qq
50 33.977 3.24 2.10
75 34.087 3.12 2.18
150 34.178 2.24 2.18
200 - - - 1.42 2.49
250 34.140 3.11 2.60
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Table III - S/T/D/SV REFERENCE DATA
Salinity
Mode - 3
Interval - 33.0 to 35.0 ppt
Accuracy - ± 0.02 ppt
Temperature
Mode - 3
Interval - +6 to +11 °C
Mode - 4
Interval - +10 to +15 °C





Interval - i48u uj 1530 m/be^
Accuracy - ± 0.3 m/sec
Accuracy - to 500 m ± 4 m
500 to 6000m ± 6 m
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Table IVa - S/T/D/SV DATA
Time:
Down 160918 June 1971
Up 160928 June 1971















11.7 11.3 11.50 33.84 33.97 33.91
10 10.0 10.0 10.00 33.92 33.97 33.95
20 9.5 9.5 9.50 33.93 34.94 33.98
30 9.0 9.0 9.00 34.00 34.00 34.00
40 8.9 8.8 8.85 34.00 34.04 34.02
50 8.8 8.8 8.80 34.03 34.02 34.03
60 8.7 8.8 8.75 34.03 34.03 34.03
70 8.7 8.5 8.60 34.04 34.01 34.02
80 8.5 8.5 8.50 34.00 34.01 34.00
yu tf. *
_ .
6. J 6.30 34 . 02 04 .\jc ... .-.-. !
100 8.3 8.3 8.30 34.04 34.03 34 . 04
110 8.2 8.2 8.20 34.07 34.05 34.06
120 8.1 8.2 8.15 34.08 34.06 34.07
130 8.1 8.0 8.05 34.08 34.08 34.08
140 8.0 8.0 8.00 34.10 34.10 34.10
150 8.0 8.0 8.00 34.12 34.12 34.12
160 8.0 8.1 8.05 34.13 34.13 34.13
170 7.9 8.0 7.95 34.14 34.17 34.16
180 7.9 8.0 7.95 34.15 34.18 34.16
190 7.9 8.0 7.95 34.16 34.19 34.18
200 7.9 8.0 7.95 34.19 34.19 34.19
210 7.6 7.9 7.75 34.18 34-. 20 34.19
220 7.5 7.8 7.65 34.17 34.20 34.18
230 7.5 7.5 7.50 34.17 34.19 34.18
240 7.3 7.5 7.40 34.14 34.17 34.16
250 7.1 7.4 7.25 34.18 34.17 34.18
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TABLE IVb - S/T/D/SV DATA
Time:
Down 161508 June 1971
Up 161521 June 1971















11.5 11.5 11.50 33.84 34.10 33.97
10 10.0 10.0 10.00 33.84 34.00 33.92
20 9.1 9.3 9.20 33.95 33.96 33.96
30 9.0 9.0 9.00 33.97 34.04 34.01
40 8.8 8.5 8.65 33.99 34.01 34.00
50 8.6 8.5 8.55 33.96 34.01 33.98
60 8.5 8.4 8.45 34.01 34.03 34.02
70 8.5 8.3 8.40 34.01 34.03 34.02
80 8.3 8.3 8.30 34.04 34.06 34.05
yu U.S. o. o D • t--u 2 A r>-7 :•'! .1 16 :
100 8.3 8.2 8.25 34.07 34.06 34.06
no 8.3 8.2 8.25 34.08 34.07 34.08
120 8.3 8.2 8.25 34.10 34.07 34.08
130 8.3 8.2 8.25 34.11 34.08 34.10
140 8.1 8.1 8.10 34.09 34.10 34.10
150 8.0 8.1 8.05 34.07 34.12 34.10
160 8.0 8.1 8.05 34.14 34.14 34.14
170 8.1 8.0 8.05 34.17 34.16 34.16
180 8.0 8.0 8.00 34.18 34.18 34.18
190 8.0 8.0 8.00 34.18 34.18 34.18
200 7.9 8.0 7.95 34.20 34.19 34.20
210 7.9 7.9 7.90 34.21 34.19 34.20
220 7.9 7.8 7.85 34.21 34.20 34.20
230 7.8 7.8 7.80 34.21 34.21 34.21
240 7.8 7.7 7.75 34.21 34.21 34.21
250 7.6 7.6 7.60 34.22 34.21 34.21
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Table IVc - S/T/D/SV DATA
Time:
Down 161959 June 1971
Up 162020 June 1971













12.3 12.6 12.45 33.88 33.97 33.92
10 10.3 10.4 10.35 33.88 33.97 33.92
20 9.15 9.25 9.20 33.96 33.96 33.96
30 9.16 9.25 9.20 33.90 34.04 33.97
40 8.9 8.85 8.88 33.98 34.04 34.01
50 8.75 8.75 8.72 33.96 33.99 33.98
60 8.64 8.64 8.64 34.01 33.99 34.00
70 8.55 8.57 8.56 34.02 34.00 34.01
80 8.40 8.50 8.45 34.03 34.03 34.03
90 8^40 8.43 O.HC OH . 06 i -..-. r.c !
100 8.39 8.40 8.40 34.07 34.06 34.06
no 8.37 8.40 8.39 34.07 34.07 34.07
120 8.37 8.36 8.36 34.07 34.07 34.07
130 8.35 8.36 8.36 34.08 34.07 34.08
140 8.30 8.32 8.31 34.08 34.07 34.08
150 8.40 8.39 8.40 34.09 34.08 34.08
160 8.40 8.35 8.38 34.14 34.08 34.11
170 8.33 8.36 8.34 34.16 34.11 34.14
180 8.30 8.35 8.32 34.17 34.13 34.15
190 8.25 8.34 8.30 34.17 34.15 34.16
200 8.20 8.29 8.24 34.18 34.16 34.17
210 8.14 8.20 8.17 34.19 34-. 19 34.19
220 8.04 8.10 8.07 34.20 34.20 34.20
230 8.00 8.05 8.02 34.21 34.21 34.21
240 7.80 7.95 7.88 34.21 34.21 34.21
250 7.75 7.75 7.75 34.22 34.22 34.22
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Table IVd - S/T/D/SV DATA
Time:
Down 162354 June 1971
Up June 1971













12.17 12.17 33.96 34.00 33.98
10 11.10 11.10 33.80 34.00 33.90
20 10.35 10.35 33.94 34.02 33.98
30 33.82 34.00 33.91
40 8.90 9.09 8.99 33.99 34.01 34.00
50 8.85 8.85 8.85 33.99 34.01 34.00
60 8.72 8.75 8.74 34.00 34.02 34.01
70 8.65 8.63 8.64 34.03 34.03 34.03
80 8.55 8.60 8.58 34.04 34.04 34.04
90 8.53 o.ob 8.54 34. U4 34 . Ub 04 . 04
100 8.45 8.45 8.45 34.05 34.05 34.05
110 8.40 8.38 8.39 34.06 34.05 34.06
120 8.38 8.30 8.34 34.08 34.07 34.08
130 8.37 8.32 8.34 34.08 34.08 34.08
140 8.35 8.30 8.32 34.09 34.08 34.08
150 8.30 8.28 8.29 34.09 34.09 34.09
160 8.40 8.25 8.32 34.14 34.14 34.14
170 8.34 8.40 8.37 34.14 34.14 341.4
180 8.34 8.40 8.37 34.15 34.15 34.15
190 8.30 8.35 8.32 34.16 34.16 34.16
200 8.21 8.31 8.26 34.17 34.17 34.17
210 8.19 8.27 8.22 34.18 34". 18 34.18
220 8.15 8.20 8.18 34.19 34.19 34.19
230 8.11 8.19 8.15 34.20 34.19 34.20
240 8.11 8.15 8.13 34.20 34.20 34.20
250 8.06 8.12 8.09 34.21 34.22 34.22
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Table IVe - S/T/D/SV DATA
Time:
Down 170300 June 1971
Up June 1971
















9.17 9.15 9.16 33.84 33.97 33.90
10 9.17 9.15 9.16 33.94 34.08 34.01
20 9.00 9.15 9.08 33.90 33.99 33.94
30 8.90 8.91 8.90 33.96 33.99 33.98
40 8.85 8.75 8.80 33.98 34.00 33.99
50 8.65 8.70 8.68 33.96 34.00 33.98
60 8.64 8.65 8.64 34.01 34.02 34.00
70 8.62 8.61 8.61 34.02 34.02 34.02
<->.'.
OO o en o cc g 5? 7A n? 1A 03 34 . 03
90 8.49 8.49 8.49 34.05 34.05 34.05
100 8.46 8.41 8.44 34.05 34.06 34.06
110 8.50 8.47 8.48 34.09 34.09 34.09
120 8.47 8.49 8.48 34.11 34.11 34.11
130 8.40 8.45 8.42 34.12 34.12 34.12
140 8.40 8.38 8.39 34.13 34.13 34.13
150 8.30 8.38 8.34 34.14 34.14 34.14
160 8.25 8.26 8.26 34.12 34.12 34.12
170 8.14 8.16 8.15 34.11 34.12 34.12
180 8.00 8.05 8.02 34.12 34.12 34.12
190 8.15 8.01 8.08 34.11 34.13 34.12
200 8.18 8.18 8.18 34.18 34.13 34.16
210 8.10 8.11 8.10 34.19 34". 20 34.20
220 8.07 8.05 8.06 34.19 34.20 34.20
230 8.00 8.03 8.02 34.21 34.21 34.21
240 7.95 7.96 7.96 34.21 34.22 34.22
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1— Q ro ro ro ro ro ro CO ro CO ro ro ro - ro ro ro ro
-C U-
+J CD CM LO o LO O o O O LO o LO o LO o LO o
O. +-> i r— CM ro <3- LO r~^ o CM LO r^ CD CM LO












































00 CTi «* LO CO CO 3- *3- CO LO <=d- CM CO O
«3" LO LO LO 00 LO CO LO LO LO CM CTt en LO CO CO
£5 1








en CO CXI Ol o LO <3" CM CTi 00 CTi 00 CO LO CO r-. CO
ro r-. r*. LO r^- o o CT) *3" LO LO CTi CM CM LO i^- r~»1— i~
>




E cr> LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO
•i- fO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO
>
CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO
<
"O * * * * *
CD CO 00 LO t~— CM cti CO «3" LO LO LO CO CO LO o •=3-
+J CO c-> LO 1
—
«3- LO r^ CM CM vf- r-^ CO r^- LO LO LO




00 LO CO CM CTl O LO S3- CO CM LO CTi1— LO LO CO o i
—
CM <d- CT> CTi
—




LO LO LO ^1- LO r» C0 r- I~^. CO 00 r^. CO CTl CTi CTi
i
QJ 00 r** LO LO LO «* CO CM CT. 00 r-~. LO CO CM
E Cl C\J CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM
•r- ID ^t- *3- •=3- «* •=3" •=3- «=*- ^J- «3" •^t- «*r st- ^1- <3- =t- <3-
h-
o
eu 00 LO LO CO LO o o LO O i LO o o r*» <3" <3"
4-> t^ LO LO *d- r»- CTl CO «=t" CM LO o i— CO LO LO LO






00 LO LO LO CTi LO LO o CO LO o o CTi CTi
H- 1
—
O O CO r— CO r^~ CTi LO r— LO LO co CM O O
LO LO LO **- LO r- CO 00 r^. CO 00 CO CO CTi CTi CTi
cu c: CO CTl CTl O C\J CO CO LO LO LO r^ CO CT. O




f- Q CO CO CO ^}' ^t- <3- <3- «3- «sfr <3- *d- "!t ^t- «3- ^1- «*
SZ S-
-l-> CD CM LO O LO o O o o LO o LO o LO o LO o
CL4-> i
—
1 CM CO sfr LO h* O CM LO Is*. O CM LO








































CO o r>» r^. ^J- r^. CO CM r^ CD «* «* cn "=J-
^ CD r-v r^ LO o o r^ LO r^. o CM cr> CD CO CO *d-
,













en CM LO CTl o LO 00 CO «* CM CO r^ CM CT LO O CO
»— <o CXI CO r^. o ^)- CO CO LO «* 1— CT CM ^J- r- r^ CD






CD CD LO CD LO o CO CO CO o CO CO CT> CTl CTi CTi CTi COE fa CM CM CM CXJ CXI CM CXI CM CXI CM CM CM CXI CM CM CM









CD CO LO CO CO CM r— LO «* O CD
+-> CO LO r-^ O «*t" LO CO LO O 1
—
r^ CM <* r^. r^ CD






LO CM o CNJ (XI o CT r~- co CM CD CD o o CD «*
r— i
—
CO LO CXI CNJ <3- r— CO co o LO CD CO CD LO LO
CO CXI C\J LO LO !>«. CO CO CD CO r*>. CO CO CO CO CO
CD «=tf- «vt- CO CM CD CD CTi CO CD LO «tf- CO CM CO
E ex. >=J- «tf- «3- «tf- «* "5J- «3" CO CO CO CO co CO CO CO CM
•1- ZD CD CD CD CO CD CD CD CD CD CO CD CD CD CO CO CD
1—
-o * * *
CD CM LD CTl CT CTi r— LO CO CM CO CM CO CO CO CT CD






CXI «* CO *3" "?* r^ CT. r^ =3- CO CO CO CO LO r*> «3"
1— CM CO r^ CTi ^' r— CO «^t- co CTi i
—
r— <3- CO LO LO
<3- LO CO
«!fr LO 1^ CO CO CO LO CO 00 00 CO CM CO
CD C CD r^- CO o CM CD r»«. o CO «sf LO CD 1-^ CO
E S CD o CD r— l i
—
i i CM CM CM CM _ CXI CM CM CM





CL+J CM LO O LO O O O O LO CD LO CD LO o LO CD










































CO CO CO CO CO CD CM CO CO r-^ LO CO CO
———
-
COO r— LO en «d- *d- ^- r— CO O 1— r_
r-






CD LO LO «^t- CT> r— O r^ LO r>- CM «5l" LO O CO CO CO
1— co cn en LO «3"
—
CO CO CO r— r— O ,
—
O cn cn















en ** ^J- r-> CO «=}- en CO r^« LO CO
1— cu r^~ lo LO cr> CM co cr> 1
—
*3- CM CD «3- cn en en
i- «3- «3- CO CO LO r^ r^ CO CO CO CO CO en CO CO 00
LO LO CM CO LO «* c CM O en LO LO LO LO
1— cn en en CM LO \— CO LO CO r^ LO LO LO LO LO
1
CO CO CM CO LO 1^. r^ r^ r~- r^. r^ CO CO CO CO CO
1
1
cu r^- lo LO >=d- CO CM r— Cn r-^ LO LO CO CM
E Q_ CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM




4-> * *U 1
—
•3- CO 1— CO r— r-~. *fr <3- en LO co 1
—
CO
1— CU CM CM LO CM r— Cn r-»- LO cn en r— CO en en cn




r— CM en CO LO r- *t CO LO LO en CO CO LO LO
I— CM CM LO CD en r-> LO co r^~ r^« r-^ 00 LO LO LO LO
LO LO CO LO «3- r^ r^s r-. r-« r-^ 00 CO CO CO CO
CU c st- lo LO en CD CM CM CO «* LO LO r^-» CO cn CD
E 5 ir) 10 LO LO O CD O O 1
—
•r- O r^ t^~ t>- I-*- 00 CO CO CO CO CO CO CO "CO CO CO CO
h- Q
jc s_





CM CO «* LO r-. CM LO r^ CD CM LO













































lo LO CM «sf *fr LO r-s CO CO CO CM LO CO r-. *3" oCO f
—
^- CO CTi LO CM CTl LO CM CM CM •si- CM *d" <tf-










LO cn o , CO rs. ,_ LO cn
ra co «d- CO rs. CO o CM «st LO o CD CTl LO CO LO LO
>







C\J CM CO <3- sf CO CO «* <3- «s|- CM CM CM CM CM CM
h- <D
>
CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM
-a
(U
+-> * * * * *o o CO CM LO CD i CM CM CD LO CO cr> CO LO O-i
I— a LO LO LO CTl i— o ^~ «sf LO en CT> LO rs. LO LO
CO CO CO CM CO r>» r-s r-. rs. r-s r-s CO 00 CO CO
o
CD
CM CTl CO CM "st LO LO «CT CI 00 «st o LO CO CD CM




r-s. CTl r-s CO
f— co CO CO CO CO r-s r- r-. rs. CM 00 CO CO CO CO CO








(J «* CM r— <st CM i r o CTl O r^ CO LO <sf- CO CT>
f— CD CO *3" CO t-s LO o CO LO r-s O CD CD LO co LO LO
o
«st- st" <st" CO CO 1*-. r-s r-s r^ CO 00 00 CO CO 00 CO
CJ
LO CO CO h» LO LO LO r-s LO CO LO CM LO LO CM
h- CO <sf CO r»» LO O CO LO 00 o 1— i r-s en CO CO
** Sfr *d- CO CO r-s r-s. r-s. r-s CO CO 00 CO CO CO CO
CD C CM "sf LO r-« CO Ch CD CM CO «st- LO LO CO CTl CME 2 LO LO LO LO LO LO o CD o o o o o CD 1
—
r—
•r- O O O o o o o —
— —
r— r— 1 r— r— ,— r—
h- Q CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM
SZ S-
4-> CDQ.+J CM LO O LO O O O CD LO CD LO o LO CD LO O
a> a> i— i
—
CM CO <st LO r-s O CM LO r-. CD CM LOQ E i
—








































_ r>» r^. CO lo O CM 00 CD cr> CM r^- r-~ CO r~~
3 1
E
cr> 00 00 LO CM CM CM LO CM CM «3- r^ CM CO CO
CM CNJ CM CM r-» «=f CO CM CM CM
O
<L>
CD LO LO LO O r^ lo ID CO LO ,
—
! CO «* r^ r~»
h- fO r~- r-^ r-~. O r^- LO CM en LO CT> O CM CO CO r~s. r-.
a)
>




CD en f-» 1^. i>~ r^ i>>. r-* r-» r^ r-~ r» r-v. l>s r-. l^» r^ r^.E (a












r--. r^- CO "5f CM CM ^ CT\ <3- CM CM CM CM CO r^ r-^
1— 1
—
^- r— CO CT> h». CM CO LO en O CM CO CO i>- r^.
C\J CM CM CM «3" 10 r^. r-. CO r^. CO CO CO CO 00 00
1
O) CO CM CM O O CD CO r^ ID «=3" CO CTi CO r~-
E o_ CO CO CO CO CO CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM 1
—
r— r—
•r- ID CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO











10 LO LO t^. CO CO lo CO CM CT) LO O «* O r^ r»s
1— r^ r-» r*. 1
—
10 ^t" CM LO CTi CD CM <|- CO r--. r-»
CM CM CM CO <3- IO r^~ CO CO 1^. CO CO CO CO CO co
a> c CM CO «3- in IO r^. CO cT> CM CO ^t- LO KD r~-
E S O O r— 1 r— J— 1 r— r—
1- CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO
1— CNJ CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM
J= S-
4-> CD
CL+-> CM LO O lo O O O O LO O LO CD LO O LO O
CD CD 1
—



















































LO CNJ CO en CNJ «=J- co LO 1^. CNI LO CO 00 r** LO
" * Ln CO CNJ CO O LO co r— LO CTi CNI Sl- LO LO CO CO














r^ ^~ CO CT) LO LO LO CNI o LD LO LO r*» I^H






cu CD r»- CO r~«- co r^. LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO
E ro CNJ CNJ CNJ CNJ CNJ CNJ CNI CNI CNI CNJ CNJ CNI CNJ CNJ CNJ CNJ
•i- s- CNJ CNJ CNJ CNJ CNJ CNI CNJ CNI CNJ CNJ CNI CNJ CNJ CNI CNJ CNJ






O r— CNJ CNJ CO CO «3" o CO LO CO r-> O LO l--~ O ^J-\— CU i CNJ CNJ (— CO CT> LO LO LO 1 CD LO LO «d" r~- r^




CO CO CTi CTi r^ 00 CO LO CO o CO O "!* LO CO
h- CNJ CO CO CNJ ^J- o LO LO LO CO r^ LO LO r»» 00
CNJ CNJ CNJ LO i^- r-- r-- r-^ CO CO CO 00 CO 00 00 CO
1
CU CO CNJ CNJ CO r^» LO LO *d- CO o CTi 00 LO LO
E cl ^1- "3- <3" 5" CO CO CO CO co CO CO CO CNJ CNJ CNI CNI
•r- rD CNJ CNJ CNJ CNJ CNJ CNJ CNI CO CNI CNJ CNJ CNJ CNJ CNJ CNI CNI




U O O LO r-~ LO r^- ^— 1
—
LO <d- LO 00 CO CNJ «=d- «sf
1— CU i i t— CO «=3" CTi LO LO LO CNI CTi LO LO LO r^ r>-




O O LO CTi r-- CTi ^1- <3- CTi CO CO 00 CO
h- r— r— i
—
CO «>*- en LO LO LO CNJ O r>» LO LO CO o
CNJ CNJ CNJ CO r^- LO CNI r-v 00 00 CO 00 CO 00 00 CO
cu c CNJ CO CO LO LO LO r^ CO CTi CD CNJ CNJ CO «d- LO
E 5 CNI CNJ CNJ CNJ CNJ CNI CNJ
•r- O CNJ CNJ CNJ CNJ CNI CNJ CNJ CNJ CNI CNI CNJ CNJ CNJ CNJ CNI CNJ
h- Q O o O o O o o o CD CD O O O O o o
-C i-
+-> CU
Q--4-> CNJ LO o LO o o o o LO O LO CD LO o LO o











































— O LO CO CM «* CO «* LO 00 CM LO O <3-
8 1 CM r— OD LO LO 1
—
CO r-» r-% ro «=*- r^- LO LO «^t" «3-









CD cn r--. CO CM 1 CM «3- cn CO LO ro CO O cn LO1— (O r-~ 00 >=d- CD CO ro «3- CO CO 00 «3- «3- LO LO LO
CD
>




CD CD vT =3- «tf- ir> «* «3- <d- «3- «!f «* <3- LO LO «=t- *3- <*E <a CM C\J CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM CM






O LO 00 r^ CO LO CO CO CO CO 00 1
—
LO r^~ CM 1^ LO
I— CU r-» r^. *d- 1
—
cn LO <3- «d- <=J" 00 r^. <d- «=fr LO LO LO
r~ •— CM r^» LO r*«. CO 00 00 r-- r^ CO co 00 CO 00
LO t~~~ lq CM *t CM LO 00 CM «sf CO CO CM
h— co CO *d- CM O LO LO LO LO Cn r-» LO LO LO r^ r-*
' CM r». r«* r-^ CO CO 00 r~^ r^- 00 CO 00 00 00
CU «3- CO P-- r~. LO LO ^l- <3- CO cn 00 LO LO ^1-E CL co CO CO ro CO CO co co CO ro CO CM CM CM CM CM




CM CM CM ** cn 1 LO LO CM CM cn cn CM LO





LO r». r^ r-. 00 00 CM CO CO 00 00 00 CO
S-
«=d- «=t «3- r^ ro CM ^d- CO CO LO •3- r-. <^j- *^- r~- CM
h- co OO CO cr> ^~ 1 00 «^- ro CM ^d- LO LO r^. r^~
LO r- r^. r^. 00 CO CM 00 00 CO CO co 00
cu c: CM CO ro «^r LO LO LO CO cn CM CM ro «*
E 2 CM CM CM CM CM
•1-
*ct- «3" "^ ^t- «=J- <3- «3- «3- «* <3- >^- «^1- 3" *3" *fr «*
I— O O O O O O O O
-C s-
+-> CUQ.+J CM LO O LO LO LO O LO O LO O


































00 CO LO LTl LO CO CsJ cn CO CsJ o LO «d" LO ^f «*
r^. r^ CsJ o en LO LO LO CsJ ^d- «3- *fr «*" «^r «3- *3-











CD CsJ CsJ 3- >=t CO LO o CO o CO en LO LO LO LO LD








qj cn o o o o o r^. r^ CO r-» LO LO LO LO LO LO LDE "3 LO LO LO LO LO «3- •3- «3- «3- •=d- ^i- •3" «=*• ^ <3- ^t





4-> * -X *O r— r^. •v]- r>« LO I— CO CsJ LO LT> LO LO LO LO LD LO
I— QJ CO r^. LO r-^ CO r^ LO CsJ CT> LO LO LO LO LO LO LO
i-
o






c3 cn LO CsJ <3- CsJ r*. CTi CO CO St CTi cr> en Cn cn cn










to QJ to LO LO <3" CO r^- LO LO «* CsJ 1
—
o en CO r^- LD
fd E O. o o o O o LO LO LO LO LO LO LO «* vt- «d- ^J-
(_) •i- rj LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO




O CsJ CsJ CsJ CsJ CsJ en r^. CO LO r~- CJ- ^1" 1^ LO LO LO
1— QJ LO LO CD LO LO LO *d- LO CD LO [^- LO LO LO LO LO




CO CO CO CO CO en LO CO Cn LO r^ o CO cr> en
h- LO LO o LO LO LO *d- LO CD LO r^~ LO r-^ LD LO LO




QJ C «3" «=3" LD r~- r-^ CO en o O r— CsJ CO «=d- LO LO LO CQ
E 2 co co CO CO CO CO CO «5t «* <* «d- <3- «a- =3" =d- Cl-
•r- O LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO to LO LO LO CO







Q-+-> CsJ LO o LO o O CD o LO o LO O LO o LO o UJ
QJ QJ 1— 1
—
CO CO st- lO r-~ CD CsJ LO r->. CD CsJ LO CC





































«3- «3" co LO CNJ LO r^. 00 l>s CO 00 LO CO r-- on CDLO CO C\J •3" CNJ r»» r-> 00 LO CNJ CO CO CNJ CNJ rtf-
a i r~- r-.











<T> cn1— rtJ r»«. CO LO ^1- to 00 CO CNJ LO CO r«« 1
—
co oo CO CO
cd
>




QJ CD co CNJ LO CO CO CO CO n CO CNJ CNJ CNJ CNJ CO on r^E fO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CNJ CNJ CNJ
•r- S~ r-^ r~^ r^. r^ r^. o. i^ r*» r--. r^ r^ r- r-» r^. r~-~ r^.






u CT> r^ r^ co CO CTi CNJ C7> CO CTi cn LO ,
—
LO CO cn
1— CD p— r— 00 CO CO CO CNJ LO «3- CO CO r» 00 r^ CO CO
o
r— r— •— CO CO CO 00 CO 00 CO CO CO CO CO CO CO
c_>
CD CO CO o^ CTi «!f ^J- cn «3- co cn LO CO CNJ
t— CM CNJ en CO CO CT> CNJ CO 00 CTl r^- r-» CO CTv CO r-.
1
r— r— CO CO CO 00 CO CO CO co CO CO CO r-^ CO
I
CD CO r-~ CO o cn CO f^ CO LO vj- CO o CO CO r-^E Q_ LO LO LO LO «tf- «=}- «3- <3- «?* >* «3- «* «t CO OJ CNJ
•r- ZD p^ r^ r^ r^- r-^ r-~ r*-. r-~ i>. r^. r»- r^. r-~ r-* r-^ r--




o CO CO CsJ CO cr> LO 1
—
O cr> LO "vt- <3- o CO CNI cr>









CO CO CO l-» o CO CNJ r^ CO CO r— o <3- CNJ
h- r-- CO LO «=i- CO CO LO o r^ CO r-» r-. CO CTi cr> r«-
r— CO CO CO CO r-~ 00 00 CO CO 00 CO CO 00 CO
CD cr CT> o LO CO r»* CO cn o CNJ CO ^t LO CO r^
E S CD CNJ CNJ CNJ CNJ CNJ CNJ CNJ CNJ CNJ
i- o h> r^ r^ p>. r^ r^ r-» r-~ r^ r^~ r~- r~- r^ r^ r-~- t^»
1— Q o O o o o o o O O o o O o o CD o
SZ S-
-M QJ
Cl+-> CNJ LO o LO o o o O LO o LO O LO CD LO CD
CD CD r— i— CN! CO ^J- LO r^- o CNJ LO r^ o CNJ LOQ E i
—












































CM CM LO CM Cn CO CO LO CO , CM r- LO LO O COo O Cn i
—
ai <3- «3- *3- LO o CM CM r— CO CM






CO LO lo LO CTi r^. LO 1
—
«3- CO «* LO 1
—
o CD r~- CO













a> co CT> CTi O cn cn o CO CO CO CO CO CO O^i CO CO COE ro IT) LO CD LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO
•r- J_ cn CT> o cn Cn cn CI cn CTV CD CTi cn cn cn en cn





C_> LO ir> CO r— o LO t-» CO LO O CO 00 LO LO cn CO













CO r— Cn *d- o CO CO CO 00 LO o
h- CM CM CM r^ CO CO CT> "sf co CO LO CO LO r~- CO r--
r-~ LO LO CO r^~ CO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO 00
!
O) LO lo "St CM CT> CO r-~~ LO «=3- CO CO CM CTi CO
E Q- i r— n— i r— O o CD CD CD o o CD o LO LO
•t- ZZ) o o o o o CD CD CD O O CD CD O o cn cn1— c o
-a
<u
4-> * *U LQ LO CO CO <3- r- CO LO r~-» 00 CO ^3- LO LO CO CO
h- CD LO LO CO CO cn CO «3- <3" •vt- cn r^. LO CO cn CO en
o
o O o LO LO LO r^ 00 00 CO 00 00 CO CO CO 00
o
o O CO CTi ^t- r^. LO CO CO CM LO LO LO LO * o
h- wo LO ID r^ co r^ CO CO CO CO LO LO LO r^ CO r-^o O CD LO LO LO r^. CO CO CO 00 00 CO CO CO CO
cu c: s* *3" CO r^ CO CO Cn o CM CO ** LO LO r»» COE 2 «vj" «* <3" «d- «=*• «* «=3- LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO LO
•i- o Cn CTi cn cn Cn cn CTl cn CTi en cn cn cn cn cn en
y- q O O CD o O o o o O o o o CD o o o
x: s-
+J aj
CL4-> CM LT) o LO O o o o LO CD LO o LO o to o

































































i— cMCMcoco^LnmuD UDNNCOCOOIOO rx c\i co ro cri <^- o ^d i— rx cm co
CM CM CM CM CMCMCMCMCMCMCMCMCMCM CNJ



















^-OUDi— 1^ CM CO oo cn ^f
^LnLni£HDNrvcococn O^Di— IX W 00 CO Oi s}- Oooi— i— cmcvj nn^-tn ID i— NCMCOCOC7>^-OU3tn^OkDNrscococnoo
cricricnocricricricricricTi oooooooooo oooooooo








co co cr> <3- o id — n w coNCOCOCnOOr-r-WW cocn>*OUDi— r^cv co cororo^iDLn^o^ot-vrNCO
CTi «d" O ID














^r-CMCM^CO^LDLniO IDNNCOCOCnOOr-r- CM W CO CO ^ in in ID ID N
IDIDIDCOIDIDIDIDIDID IDIDIDIDIDIONNNN Nt-^NNNNNNNN







<^- O ID i— N NCOCOCTi <d"
^lomiDiONNCOCOcri OlOi— N W CO CO CTi
>^- O
ooi— i— cm cm co co ^ m IDr-NCJCOCOCTi^OlOIDIOIDNNCOCOOIOO
io iri in in ai in in m in in LnininLominminioio
oooooooooo oooooooooo ooooooooooo°wn^cninNCOai or-cMco^miorxcocr. Or-rM(o^miDNC0W
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TABLE VI c - XBT DATA*
Date: 16 June 1971
TIME 0600 0630 0742 0800 0900 1000 1030 1130 1230
DEPTH T T T T T T T T T
(Feet) (°F) (°F) (°F) (°F) (°F) (°F) (°F) (°F) (°F)
52.8 53.3 53.3 53.3 53.7 53.8 53.0 53.2 53.0
25 52.9 53.8 53.1 53.2 54.0 53.0 53.0 53.0 53.0
50 50.0 52.0 52.0 50.8 51.2 50.8 51.0 50.9 51.0
75 49.2 50.0 50.0 49.9 50.6 50.3 50.7 50.8 50.8
100 48.9 50.0 49.3 49.1 50.0 49.9 50.0 49.9 50.1
25 48.8 50.0 48.8 49.0 49.5 49.0 49.3 49.2 49.2
50 48.2 50.4 48.8 48.8 49.2 49.0 49.1 49.1 49.0
75 48.2 50.1 48.8 48.7 49.0 48.7 49.0 49.0 48.5
200 48.2 50.0 48.6 48.7 49.0 48.7 48.8 48.9 48.4
25 47.9 50.0 48.4 48.6 48.9 48.6 48.7 48.8 48.0
50 47.9 50.0 48.4 48.6 48.9 48.5 48.7 48.7 48.0
75 47.3 49.6 48.1 48.2 48.7 48.0 48.0 48.2 47.0
300 47.2 49.3 48.0 48.0 48.4 47.9 47.9 48.1 47.7
25 47.3 49.2 47.8 47.8 48.2 47.7 47.9 48.0 47.7
50 47.3 49.1 47.7 47.7 48.1 47.7 47.9 47.9 47.4
/-> 4/
. 5 49 .
1
t/ . 6 47.6




" 1" / • w
A -? O it -j
-J
400 47.0 49^0 47.4 47.5 47.9 47.5 47.8 4/.
8
47.3
25 47.0 49.1 47.3 47.3 47.7 47.4 47.8 47.7 47.3
50 46.9 48.9 47.2 47.2 47.7 47.3 47.8 47.7 47.3
75 46.9 48.8 47.2 47.2 47.6 47.3 47.8 47.6 47.1
500 46.8 48.8 47.1 47.2 47.4 47.2 47.8 47.5 47.0
25 46.0 48.8 47.1 47.1 47.4 47.1 47.8 47.3 47.0
50 47.0 48.7 47.0 47.1 47.4 47.1 47.8 47.2 47.0
75 47.0 48.7 47.0 47.0 47.3 47.3 47.8 47.6 46.9
600 46.8 48.8 47.0 47.0 47.1 47.3 47.2 47.3 46.9
25 46.7 48.7 47.0 47.0 47.1 47.2 47.2 47.2 47.0
50 46.6 48.7 46.8 46.9 47.0 47.1 47.3 47.3 46.9
75 46.0 4.87 46.7 46.9 46.9 47.0 47.3 47.2 46.9
700 46.0 48.0 46.6 46.7 46.8 47.0 47.2 47.1 46.8
25 46.0 47.9 46.3 46.6 46.7 46.9 47.2 47.0 46.8
50 46.0 47.8 46.2 46.5 46.5 46.7 47.2 47.0 46.8
75 45.7 47.9 46.2 46.2 46.4 46.6 47.1 47.0 46.8
800 45.6 47.7 46.0 46.3 46.0 46.2 47.0 46.5 46.7
* See Tables Via and VIb for Conversion of Feet to Meters and Degrees
Fahrenheit to Degrees Celsius.
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TABLE VI c - XBT DATA*
Date: 16 June 1971
TIME 1430 1600 1700 1800 2000 2200 2340
DEPTH T T T T T T T
(Feet) C°F) (°F) (°F) (°F) (°F) (°F) (°F)
53.3 53.5 54.2 53.9 54.0 54.0 54.0
25 53.3 53.3 54.0 53.9 53.9 54.0 54.0
50 53.0 52.0 51.5 53.4 51.0 53.1 51.0
75 51.0 49.0 49.5 51.0 49.9 50.2 50.8
100 50.3 48.9 49.2 49.2 49.8 50.0 50.5
25 49.0 48.8 48.1 48.9 48.5 48.4 48.3
50 48.8 48.2 47.9 48.0 48.1 48.1 48.1
75 48.5 48.1 47.7 47.8 47.9 48.0 48.1
200 48.4 47.8 47.5 47.7 47.8 47.8 48.0
25 48.3 47.5 47.3 47.6 47.8 47.8 47.8
50 48.3 47.2 47.3 47.5 47.5 47.8 47.7
75 48.2 47.2 47.2 47.4 47.3 47.8 47.6
300 48.2 47.0 47.1 47.3 47.2 47.8 47.5
25 48.2 47.1 47.1 47.2 47.2 47.8 47.4




T l . C. 1
"7 T





rj A ' (>
— : /
400 48.0 47.3 47.1 47.2 47.2 47.8 47.2
25 47.9 47.1 47.1 47.2 47.2 47.9 47.2
50 47.9 47.0 47.1 47.3 47.2 47.9 47.2
75 47.9 47.0 47.2 47.1 47.1 47.8 47.2
500 47.8 46.9 47.1 47.1 47.3 47.8 47.1
25 47.8 46.7 47.1 47.1 47.2 47.7 47.2
50 47.8 46.7 47.1 47.0 47.2 47.7 47.2
75 47.8 46.8 47.1 47.0 47.2 47.8 47.1
600 47.8 46.8 47.1 46.9 47.2 47.8 47.1
25 47.7 46.7 47.0 46.9 47.1 47.7 47.0
50 47.6 46.7 46.8 46.8 47.0 47.5 46.9
75 47.5 46.6 46.8 46.7 47.0 47.4 46.9
700 47.5 46.6 46.7 46.5 46.9 47.3 46.9
25 47.4 46.5 46.5 46.4 46.8 47.2 46.8
50 47.3 46.5 46.5 46.3 46.7 47.1 46.8
75 47.2 46.3 46.4 46.3 46.6 46.9 46.7
800 46.7 46.2 46.3 46.2 46.5 46.8 46.7
*See Tables Via and VIb for Conversionof Feet to Meters and Degrees
Fahrenheit to Degrees Celsius.
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TABLE VI d - XBT DATA*
Date: 17 June 1971
TIME 0030 0200 0300 0400 0512 0600 0700 0810 0934
DEPTH T T T T T T T T T
(Feet) (°F) (°F) (°F) (°F) (°F) (°F) (°F) (°F) (°F)
54.1 54.0 53.9 54.0 53.3 53.2 53.0 53.1 53.3
25 54.0 54.0 53.1 53.9 52.1 53.1 52.2 52.2 53.0
50 52.9 52.0 51.2 51.1 51.2 51.2 50.5 51.2 51.8
75 50.9 51.0 51.0 50.2 49.1 49.0 49.1 50.0 51.0
100 50.6 49.0 49.0 48.6 48.5 48.1 48.4 49.0 49.5
25 49.0 48.6 48.5 48.1 48.2 48.0 48.0 48.5 49.0
50 48.1 48.2 48.2 48.0 48.1 48.0 48. 48.3 48.2
75 48.0 48.0 48.0 47.8 48.0 47.8 47.8 48.0 48.0
200 47.8 47.9 48.0 47.8 47.9 47.8 47.8 47.9 48.0
25 47.6 47.7 47.9 47.5 47.9 47.7 47.7 47.8 47.9
50 47.6 47.7 47.9 47.5 47.9 47.6 47.7 47.7 47.8
75 47.5 47.7 47.8 47.4 47.7 47.5 47.5 47.4 47.5
300 47.4 47.6 47.7 47.3 47.5 47.4 47.4 47.3 47.3
25 47.3 47.5 47.5 47.2 47.5 47.4 47.5 47.4 47.4







~l i • 1
A "7 U /! 7
-J r. 7 ? 47 2 u 7.3 i
I
400 47.0 47.1 47.3 47.0 47^5 47.3 47.2 47.2 47.2
25 46.9 47.1 47.3 47.2 47.3 47.2 47.1 47.2 47.2
50 46.9 47.3 47.3 47.2 47.2 47.2 47.0 47.1 47.1
75 47.0 47.0 47.3 47.0 47.2 47.1 47.0 47.1 47.1
500 46.9 47.0 47.2 47.0 47.1 47.1 47.0 47.1 47.0
25 47.0 47.0 47.2 46.9 47.1 47.0 47.0 47.1 47.0
50 47.1 47.0 47.0 46.7 47.1 47.0 47.0 47.1 47.0
75 47.1 46.9 47.0 46.6 47.0 46.6 46.9 47.0 47.0
600 47.0 46.9 46.9 46.6 47.0 46.6 46.9 47.0 47.0
25 47.0 46.8 46.5 47.0 46.8 46.8 46.9 46.9 46.9
50 46.9 46.8 46.7 46.7 46.9 46.8 46.7 46.9 46.7
75 46.9 46.9 47.0 46.8 46.9 46.8 46.4 46.8 46.7
700 46.8 46.9 47.0 46.7 46.9 46.7 46.4 46.7 46.5
25 46.8 46.9 46.9 46.6 46.9 46.6 46.3 46.4 46.5
50 46.7 46.9 46.9 46.6 46.8 46.6 46.3 46.3 46.5
75 46.7 46.8 46.8 46.5 46.6 46.4 46.2 46.3 46.3
800 46.6 46.8 46.8 46.3 46.4 46.3 46.1 46.2 46.3
*See Tables Via and VIb for Conversion of Feet to Meters and Degrees
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TABLE Villa - DENSITY DATA
Date: 16 June 1971






















































































TABLE Vllla(Cont'd) - DENSITY DATA
Date: 16 June 1971
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TABLE Villa (Cont'd) - DENSITY DATA
Date: 16 June 1971






































TABLE Villa (Cont'd) - DENSITY DATA
Date: 16 June 1971




















2317 5 25.755 MM















TABLE VI I lb - DENSITY DATA
Date: 17 June 1971




































TABLE VI I lb (Cont'd) - DENSITY DATA
Date: 17 July 1971
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TABLE VHIb (Cont'd) - DENSITY DATA
Date: 17 July 1971
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